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Overview

Debuting in a hybrid physical/digital format,
the A/W 22/23 Inter�lière catered to the
wellness and sustainability focused
consumer, with optimistic, innovation-led
collections.

Following a digital Interfilière Connect in
February, the trade show returned to a physical
format, accompanied by a live digital
counterpart to bring the seasonal messages
and innovative developments for lingerie,
active, resort and swimwear.

A/W 22/23 put weight behind eco-conscious
solutions, with a growing presence of
responsible yarns and finishes that have been
difficult to source in the specialist intimates
market. Progress is noted in land and water-
biodegradable synthetics and circular waste-
reducing techniques like Cradle-to-Cradle
certified offerings.

The pandemic-accelerated consumer need for
wellbeing with comfortable, practical qualities
has expanded the boundaries of lingerie into
performancewear and cross-functionality.
Benefits include support and comfort 'zoning'
and activewear-worthy thermoregulation and
moisture wicking presented in delicate
weights.

Traditional cra� textures and heritage patterns
are future-proofed with advanced techniques.
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Engineered delicates

Technical developments evolve elegant
delicates with extra strength and comfort.

New sheer lace and semi-sheer satins offer
Chantilly-like lightness and sophistication with
improved strength, functionality and support
of shapewear qualities, appealing with
# inclusivedesign opportunities.

Two-way and four-way stretch are worked into
banded and engineered placements of variable
strength and stretch capabilities to offer
customised and mouldable support without
compromising the feminine look and handle of
the qualities.

Bonded developments, seen at Siva, offer
enhanced recovery rates and non-slip grip via
Auto So� seamless edges that end the need for
elasticated seams.

With a nod to classics, so�ened grid-like and
# newwave patterns replace floral motifs to
capture the simplicity of smart functionality, as
outlined in our Supercharged Simplicity
Intimates forecast.

Iluna Group SAIluna Group SA La TeksLa Teks Iluna Group SAIluna Group SA

SivaSiva SivaSiva Piave MaitexPiave Maitex
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22inclusivedesign%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/89971
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22newwave%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/89971


Digitally crafted

The in�uence of handcraft remains
important, moved on with a technical hand.

Openwork techniques such as broderie
anglaise, crochet and pulled threadwork
inform new designs realised through technical
qualities.

Double-row technical jersey and 3D jacquards
and knitted lace mimic cra�ed patterns and
textures that work for lingerie, activewear,
shapewear and swimwear.

Ground this direction with close-to-skin
benefits and so�ness of FSC cellulosics and
breathable cotton-feel surfaces.

Bonded developments with reinforced raw
edges are practical for active, swim and
shapewear.

Offered in bold colours, these qualities work
well for layered modular looks, updating
classic # mesh with # handcra�ed texture.

LilaLila Magli�cio RipaMagli�cio Ripa Iluna Group SAIluna Group SA
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22openwork%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/89971
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22mesh%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22handcrafted%22]}


Lounge textures

Sustainable soft handles continue to anchor
multipurpose pieces.

So�ness remains a priority for adaptable
qualities that support the continuous need for
multifunctional # twomilewear and
# workleisure wardrobes.

The focus on natural, organic and
# biodegradable yarns is key. Sanko Textiles
leads the way, with Cradle-to-Cradle
certifications for its pure cotton collection.

Traditional waffles, marled ribs and brushed
flannels are key for core loungewear looks as
well as more directional fashion pieces such as
lounge bra sets.

Brushed knitted and lightly elasticated laces
extend this category to intimates and
# bodywear, while cra�ed details such as
engineered lace inserts and embroidery add
interest and multipurpose versatility.

Melek DantelMelek Dantel LilaLila Union AGUnion AG

Sanko TextileSanko Textile Sanko TextileSanko Textile La TeksLa Teks
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22twomilewear%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22workleisure%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22biodegradable%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/90449
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/90475#page4
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22bodywear%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/89972


#Animalprint

Animal pattern caters to a con�dent mood
with a glamorous twist on #latenightlounge.

The return of festivals and parties brings
familiar and easy-to-wear # animalprint back
into focus as one of the key pattern categories
for A/W 22/23. Qualities range from lingerie
and eveningwear, to swimwear.

The growing appetite for # superglam and
# letsparty looks gives rise to
indulgent surfaces such as zebra and tiger
print in Chantilly lace, embroidered tulle,
velvet burnout and flocked mesh.

Youth-focused # houseparty and festival-ready
directions take on a 1990s theme in bold scales
and contrasts, seen in knitted lace as well as
stretch swim jersey.

Animal-patterned lace trims and inserts are
ideal for updating # latenightlounge pieces
such as the indoor-outdoor slip dress.

Ricami�cio Di FagnanoRicami�cio Di Fagnano LilaLila Chanty LaceChanty Lace

Rocle by IsabellaRocle by Isabella Rocle by IsabellaRocle by Isabella Melek DantelMelek Dantel
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22animalprint%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22superglam%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22letsparty%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22houseparty%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%2290s%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?query=latenightlounge&sort=%7B%22score%22%3A%22desc%22%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/90475#page7


Floral tulle

Carry a vintage-inspired romantic message
into winter with embroidered �orals.

A key direction in the A/W 22/23 Rerooted
Nature Intimates forecast and a print and
pattern story on the Pre-Summer 22 catwalks,
this romantic mood plays between the gentle
# retroflorals, # cottagecore and wild garden
# ditsyflorals. It is easily transferable between
lingerie and sleepwear as well as
occasionwear purposes.

Tulle and organza grounds are ideal
for transseasonal layering, giving the finely
embroidered motifs a whimsical vintage quality.

Sustainable innovation evolves these
developments, with Cradle-to-Cradle certified
measures ensuring natural dyes and finishes as
well as 100% GRS recycled or
# biodegradable yarns, such as Hyosung's
Mipan Regen polyamide and Fulgar's Q-Nova
and Amni Eco Soul 6.6 bio-polyamide. Sanko
Textile and Maglificio's developments and
prototypes are promising marine-water
biodegradable qualities.

Union AGUnion AG Iluna Group SAIluna Group SA Union AGUnion AG
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/89972
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/91405
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22retroflorals%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22cottagecore%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22ditsyflorals%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22sustainability%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22biodegradable%22]}


Noir opulence

Enrich sheers with luxe textures and
�nishes for boudoir drama.

The emerging interest in classic boudoir and
# superglam is shaping a rich story of indulgent
textures, brooding palettes and heritage-
inspired motifs.

Intensely textured guipure lace and
# richembroidery are complemented by
contrasting flock-printed graphic # mesh
developments.

Metallic lurex and bullion thread embroideries
deliver classic glamour to the # letsparty
direction, offering a more responsible
alternative to sequins and glitter prints.

Ground this aesthetic with a conscious
approach to fibres and finishes, opting for GRS-
certified recycled yarns and dyes.

Maison LevequeMaison Leveque Rocle by IsabellaRocle by Isabella Union AGUnion AG
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/90475#page7
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22superglam%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22richembroidery%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22mesh%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22metallic%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22letsparty%22]}


Psychedelic �lter

Evolve retro resort looks into a feel-good
psychedelic pattern story.

Successful # opticgraphics, # newwave and
# ombré designs are set to  continue in the
colder months with a more commercial
direction, blending familiar retro and 1970s
pattern references with a digital-like filter,
echoing the A/W 22/23 Awestruck forecast.

Innovative 'precise position' printing
techniques applied to laces, embroideries and
devoré surfaces render this direction more
responsible by reducing printing waste and
eliminating extra processes such as laser-
cutting or etching.

Lower price-point developments use space
dyed and flammé yarns in fine-gauge dropped
stitch and pointelle knits and jersey.

Lean on GRS-certified recycled polyester and
# biodegradable polyamides for tulle and
swimwear jersey bases.

Union AGUnion AG Magli�cio RipaMagli�cio Ripa Iluna Group SAIluna Group SA
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22opticgraphics%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22newwave%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22ombre%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/91104
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22retroprints%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%2270s%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/89973
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22biodegradable%22]}


Expressive surfaces

Capitalise on successful pattern stories with
a #joyfulexpression makeover.

# Retroresort geometrics and # florals, as well
as heritage patterns, are refreshed into
# joyfulexpression staples that will continue to
resonate with the optimistic consumer.

Make a statement in oversized embroidered
# florals and #geometrics on sheer bases and
guipure lace trims in limited but high-contrast
palettes, ideal for dynamic # houseparty looks.

Refresh lace # ditsyflorals with overprinting
techniques for youth-focused punk and grunge-
inspired lingerie.

This direction offers # beyondfashion
opportunities for cross-category
# matchingsets in printed lace, mesh and jersey.

Ricami�cio Di FagnanoRicami�cio Di Fagnano Hammerle & VogelHammerle & Vogel Melek DantelMelek Dantel
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22joyfulexpression%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22retroresort%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22florals%22]}
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/91405
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22beyondfashion%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22matchingset%22%5D%7D


Disco metallics

Metallic �nishes are steeped in references to
1970s glamour.

Metallic shine emerges with a nod to 1970s
glitz, bringing together shimmery surfaces and
stylised retro patterns. 

For the most commercial direction, focus on
compact stretch jersey ribs and plissé
developments with metallic yarn accents that
feature # retroflorals, # retroresort stripes and
geometrics in warm, autumnal hues for
versatile # transseasonal pieces.

Opalescent lurex lamé wovens and jersey as
well as machine-embroidered sheers offer
lightweight qualities for evening and
occasionwear.

For next-to-skin lingerie and intimates, glossy
cellulosics and peace silks offer shine for
delicate sheer embroideries with extra-so�
handle, as featured at Maison Leveque.

Technical innovations promote new-
age polyester with extra-so� handle, as seen at
La-Teks.

Maison LevequeMaison Leveque La TeksLa Teks Magli�cio RipaMagli�cio Ripa
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22retroflorals%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22retroresort%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22transseasonal%22]}


#Alldayactive performance

Wellness and performance innovation leads
the crossover between lingerie and
activewear jersey.

Performance qualities, including hygiene,
thermoregulation and comfort, prioritise
# healthandwellness in # alldayactive qualities
that work for cross-functional lingerie, active
and swimwear categories.

Nilit's cooling and heating innovation
is combined at Magnificio Ripa in a single
fabric for multifunctional and reversible
qualities.

New silver-based antiviral developments, also
seen at Magnificio Ripa, work at long-lasting
yarn level rather than fade-prone surface
coating.

Aquafil's Dryarn technology ensures desirable
moisture-wicking.

Odour-resistant features extend beyond jersey
into lace articles, as seen at Chanty.

Nano weight jerseys, as fine as gauge 54, are
enhanced with extra stretch and chlorine
resistance in 100% recycled polyester
compositions.

Piave MaitexPiave Maitex Magli�cio RipaMagli�cio Ripa Piave MaitexPiave Maitex

Magli�cio RipaMagli�cio Ripa Magli�cio RipaMagli�cio Ripa Magli�cio RipaMagli�cio Ripa
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22healthandwellness%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22alldayactive%22]}


Multi-activity stretch

Textured stretch qualities enhance multi-
activity and all-size features.

Technical jersey developments explore
textured constructions for elasticity and
comfort, key benefits for
multifunctional # alldayactive pieces as well as
ideal stretch-recover balance for
# inclusivedesign all-size ranges.

Engineered micro-pleating and seersuckers
are diversified with raised jacquards and
embossed fabrics, underscoring this
category's adaptability and multi-use aspect.

Recycled polyester and polyamide as well as
landfill and marine water # biodegradable
elastane and polyamide are key, led by
manufacturers such as Fulgar and Hyosung.

La TeksLa Teks Piave MaitexPiave Maitex Magli�cio RipaMagli�cio Ripa

Piave MaitexPiave Maitex Magli�cio RipaMagli�cio Ripa Rocle by IsabellaRocle by Isabella
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22alldayactive%22]}
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1 2 3 4
Action points

Lead with technical innovation for improved wearability and cross-category function. Keep up to date with
responsible yarn options that are new and more widely available to the intimates market, such as
biodegradable polyester and elastane.

Lingerie, active and swimwear-
appropriate # sustainable qualities are
growing and diversifying. Source 100%
natural compositions, certified by
holistic circular economy initiatives,
such as Cradle-to-Cradle. Prioritise GRS
and # biodegradable elastane and
polyamide, suitable for skin-so�
lingerie and hardworking
performancewear

Lean on innovative structures and yarns
to enhance fine laces and meshes with
shapewear comfort and fuss-free
support via engineered and improved
stretch and grip, without compromising
on desired aesthetics. Use new digital
jacquards to take cra�-influenced
patterns and textures into lingerie-
weight qualities. Explore
# healthandwellness-focused
thermoregulating and antiviral
protection for # alldayactive cross-
function gain

Take the dress-up direction into the
cooler months with a # 70s slant in
metallic shimmer and familiar retro
motifs that translate well into versatile
pieces. Treat the # superglam
consumer with timeless # noir designs
in rich fibres and textures and a
seductively dark palette

Play on successful patterns in confident
scales and palettes to continue the
# joyfulexpression mood in winter.
# Psychedelic, # retroresort and
# florals remain relevant
for # beyondfashion, # houseparty and
# letsparty looks, as well as activewear
and swimwear ranges

Stay on track with the growing
offer of responsible choices in
intimates and swimwear

Improve delicates with a
technical edge and
performance bene�ts

Channel the celebratory mood
through a glamorous lens

Lead with uptrending patterns
to create excitement
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Brand contacts

Chanty 
zoya.sebek@chantylace.com 
www.chantylace.com

 

Hämmerle and Vogel 
markus.haemmerle@h-v.biz 
www.h-v.biz

 

Illuna 
federica.a@iluna.com 
www.iluna.com

 

La Teks

leventkocamaz@la-teks.com 
la-teks.com

Lila 
alper.karademir@aydinorme.com.tr 
lila.com.tr

 

Maglificio Ripa 
elisabettabianco@maglificioripa.it 
www.maglificioripa.it

 

Mais on Levêque 
info@maison-leveque.com 
www.maison-leveque.com

 

Melek Dentel 
ozgen@melekdantel.com 
melekdantel.com

Piave Maitex 
e.serafini@piavemaitex.com 
piavemaitex.com

 

Ricamificio di Fagnano  
campionariorf@gmail.com

 

Rocle by Is abella 
e.bonnetin@rocle-by-isabella.com 

Sanko Textile 
thyssen@gt-textile.de 
www.sankotextile.com

SIVA 
veronesi.vendite@sivalace.it 
www.sivalace.it

 

Union AG 
abeeli@union-ag.com 
www.union-ag.com
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